Evaluation on the Regional Urban Development Capability under the Economic Perspective Based on the Divisor Analysis—Take China's Heilongjiang Province as an Example

Abstract

Economy is the lifeblood of urban development. Based on the existing model of urban development capability and the economic problems of cities, this paper chose 10 economic indicators and constructed the evaluation system on the urban development capability under the economic perspective. Then, adopting divisor analysis method and taking China’s Heilongjiang province as an example, the paper evaluated the economic development capability for 12 main cities in the Heilongjiang province. The result showed that the level of economic development, the potentiality of economic development and the utilization efficiency of economic energy had remarkable influences on the urban economic development capability; there were more differences on the urban development level among cities in Heilongjiang province, and the development of the internal factors is not balanced between these cities. Finally, the paper proposed corresponding suggestions on how to improve the urban development in Heilongjiang province.